
Product Descriptions & Pricing

Set of 6 or 10 greeting cards 
Each card includes bright white envelope with Zinnia Sky Studio imprint
Cards are packaged in a protective crystal clear box with easy to read label on
back listing cards included.
Blank inside
Size A7 which is 5″ x 7″ – perfect for framing or sending

Box Sets

$ 16.00
Box Set/10 - SRP $32.00

10.00$
Box Set/6 - SRP $20.00

Professionally printed in Tucson, AZ on bright white, high quality card stock
made with recycled content and a little extra fun on the back
Includes a bright white beautiful envelope with a Zinnia Sky Studio imprint
Blank inside
Size A7 which is 5″ x 7″ – perfect for framing or sending
Cards are packaged in a clear sleeve

Greeting Cards 2.25$
SRP $ 4.50

Professionally printed in Tucson, AZ on bright white, high quality card stock
with a little extra fun on the back
Each card includes bright white envelope with Zinnia Sky Studio imprint
Cards are packaged in a protective crystal clear box with easy to read label on
back listing cards included.
Blank inside
Size A2 which is 4.25" x 5.5"

Note Card Sets 7.00$
Box Set/6 - SRP $14.00

Perfectly sized at 3" x 3"
Thick, durable vinyl to protect from scratches, water & sunlight
Permanent sticker

Vinyl Stickers 1.50$
SRP $ 3.00

Perfectly sized at 2.5" x 3.5"
Vibrant Full Color
Strong Flat Magnet Backing
Made in the USA

Laminated Magnets $ 2.50
SRP $ 5.00



Product Descriptions & Pricing

Printed with water based inks that do not peel off with time or use.
Lint free for kitchen cleaning or drying. Safe to wash, dry and iron.
Flour sack towels are made of heavier stock cotton than most other flour sack
towels which making them sturdier.
Material: 100% White Cotton
28" x 28"
Created in Tucson AZ and printed in the USA

Tea Towels 10.00$
SRP $ 20.00

Sticker Sheets 1.50$
SRP $ 3.00Professionally printed  in Tucson, AZ on bright white, high quality sticker paper

Perfectly designed to complement Zinnia Sky Studio cards and envelopes
Each sticker is 1.55" 
12 round stickers on a 5" x 7" sheet 

$
Created & professionally printed in Tucson, AZ.
Featuring 12 designs vividly printed so the colors will pop right off the page.
Spacious 1" date squares with room for stickers, notations and important dates.
Exquisitely bound with Wire-O to last the entire year and then some.
Measures an impressive 11" x 17" when hanging (8.5" x 11" when folded).
A perfectly centered hole for hanging
Packaged in a clear cello sleeve to keep the whites white and the colors bright.

Large Calendars 12.00
SRP -$24.00

 

Created & professionally printed in Tucson, AZ.
Featuring 12 designs vividly printed so the colors will pop right off the page.
Exquisitely bound with Wire-O to last the entire year and then some.
Measures a compact yet great 7" x 11"
A perfectly centered hole for hanging
Packaged in a clear cello sleeve to keep the whites white and the colors bright.

Small Calendars 8.00$
SRP -$16.00 


